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We demonstrate highly efficient lasing from multiple photonic states in microcavities filled with

self-assembled rings of recombinant enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP) in its solid state

form. The lasing regime is achieved at very low excitation energies of 13 nJ and occurs from cavity

modes dispersed in both energy and momentum. We attribute the momentum distribution to very

efficient scattering of incident light at the surface of the eGFP rings. The distribution of lasing

states in energy is induced by the large spectral width of the gain spectrum of recombinant eGFP

(FWHM ffi 25 nm). VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4904004]

Today’s laser sources meet a very wide range of different

performance requirements; they reach output powers into the

Peta-Watt regime,1 achieve threshold pump energies down to

a few femto-Joules,2 generate pulses with atto-second dura-

tions,3 and can have total dimensions extending into the

sub-wavelength scale.4 This is achieved by employing a vast

variety of different gain materials, from gases to liquids to

solid state crystals, semiconductor heterostructures, and or-

ganic molecules.

Despite increased interest in using biologically produced

structures and materials for photonic applications, lasers have

so far mostly relied on artificial materials. Recently, we have

reported on a type of microlaser where the active component

is formed by a live cell that is genetically programmed to pro-

duce a highly fluorescent protein, the so-called eGFP

(enhanced green fluorescent protein).5,6 This work inspired

further research on biologically produced gain materials in

general; so far, the most notable results included the demon-

stration of a silk fibroin based laser,7 the development of

microfluidic laser sensors based on fluorescent proteins,8 and

luciferins9 as well as micro-droplet and distributed feedback

lasers based on fluorescent flavin mononucleotides derived

from the vitamin B2.10,11 Whilst this research impressively

illustrates the broad potential of biological materials for pro-

viding optical gain, we believe that fluorescent proteins like

eGFP retain a special position within the quickly growing

family of biologically produced laser materials: First, nearly

any organism can be genetically programmed to produce

eGFP using straightforward genetic manipulation procedures,

whereas many other biomaterials with attractive optical prop-

erties are restricted to certain species. Second, fluorescent

proteins are characterized by a unique molecular structure,

comprising of a rigid protective nano-cylinder that is 2.4 nm

in diameter and 4.2 nm in height and that encloses the much

smaller light emitting fluorophore at its center (Fig. 1(a)).

This so-called b-barrel structure maintains a defined distance

between the fluorophores of neighbouring protein molecules.

We have recently found that this separation prevents concen-

tration induced quenching of the fluorescence in fluorescent

proteins by suppressing F€orster and Dexter energy transfer

and thus allows the use of pure solid-state fluorescent protein

as efficient optical gain material.12 Most other biologically

produced laser materials and many synthetic fluorescent dyes

show nearly no fluorescence if present at high concentration

or in solid state.

In this letter, we investigate the emission properties of

microcavities containing self-assembled micro-rings of eGFP

as active gain material. We find that the microcavities easily

switch into the lasing regime at low excitation energies. The

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic image (side and top view) of the eGFP fluorophore

(orange) surrounded by b-sheets (green). The images are generated by using

JMol 14.3.5. (b) Schematic of the experimental setup (blue: excitation beam

from OPO, green: detection path of eGFP microcavity emission in Fourier

imaging configuration, BS¼ beam splitter, L1/2¼ lenses), microscopic

image of the self-assembled ring-shaped eGFP microcavities; and schematic

of the eGFP filled microcavity cross section with definition of the emission

angle h and the parallel and perpendicular components of the wavevector k.

(c) Normalized absorption (red line) and emission spectra (blue line) of

eGFP together with the reflectivity (grey line) of the dielectric mirrors form-

ing the microcavity.
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lasing regime is reached in several states, distributed in both

momentum and energy. The momentum distribution is attrib-

uted to scattering at the surface of the eGFP rings, whereas

the energy distribution between different lasing states is due

to the broad gain spectrum of eGFP. Both processes lead to

very efficient multi-state lasing.

Self-assembled protein rings with diameters in the milli-

meter range and heights of several lm were produced by

pipetting 0.5–ll-droplets of a recombinant eGFP solution

(45 g/l) onto a dielectric mirror and subsequently drying the

material under ambient air conditions (see Fig. 1(b)).12 In

order to achieve interaction between photonic modes and the

excitonic emission from eGFP, the whole structure is capped

with a second (identically designed) dielectric mirror. The

two distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) above and beneath

the eGFP ring consist of 13.5 pairs of alternating SiO2

(73 nm)/Ta2O5 (59 nm) layers deposited on a 1-mm thick

glass substrate, creating a stop band centered at 530 nm that

overlaps well with the eGFP emission band (see Fig. 1(c)).

The resulting cavity thickness is about 24 lm (see below)

providing photonic modes with expected quality factors up

to Q¼ 5000 (empty cavity). Photoluminescence (PL) meas-

urements were performed with a confocal microscopic setup

in epi-illumination and Fourier imaging configuration13 (as

illustrated in Fig. 1(b)). The sample luminescence is excited

by a pulsed optical parametric oscillator (OPO) system tuned

to 460 nm (5 ns pulse length and 20 Hz repetition rate) being

focused onto the sample surface through a 40� objective

(NA¼ 0.55) covering an angular range of 633�. The inci-

dent laser beam has a Gaussian profile and is focused down

to a spot size of about 5 lm (in the center of the cavity, only

exciting a small fraction of the eGFP ring, see Fig. 1). The

emission is then detected through the same objective and dis-

persed in a 500 mm spectrograph with a spectral resolution

of 0.5 nm.

Angle-resolved images of the microcavity emission can

be seen in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) for three different excitation laser

energies of (a) 4.2, (b) 16.7, and (c) 420 nJ. The PL intensity

is logarithmically color-coded. The image recorded at the

lowest excitation energy (Fig. 1(a)) shows several, almost

equidistant peaks in the spectrum whose spectral positions

increase with increasing emission angle. These peaks can be

assigned to emission from eGFP into modes of the cavity

formed by the dielectric mirrors. The increase in mode energy

with angle is a result of their in-plane photonic dispersion

(EðkkÞ / �hk2
k=2mPh and �hckkðhÞ ¼ EðhÞ sin h, with mPh being

the photonic effective mass and h being the emission angle,

Fig. 1(b)) that becomes visible due to photonic confinement

in the out-of-plane direction.14 This also highlights the direct

relation between emission angle and photon momentum. Note

that excitonic eGFP transitions also exhibit a dispersion rela-

tion. However, this is almost flat, i.e., the transitions have the

same energy at all emission angles, due to the high effective

mass of the excitons compared to cavity photons. By compar-

ing the emission spectrum of the eGFP filled cavity at zero

emission angle with the reflectivity from transfer matrix cal-

culations (see Fig. 2 left, not accounting for any strong cou-

pling effect), we determine a cavity thickness of 24.33 lm.15

The subsequently calculated, angle-resolved reflectivity of the

eGFP microcavity is in almost perfect agreement with the

experimentally obtained cavity dispersion image, confirming

that the observed modes are of purely photonic nature. We

therefore conclude that our microcavities operate in the weak

coupling regime rather than the strong coupling regime in

which the observed dispersion curves would have mixed exci-

ton and photon character showing spectral distortions close to

the individual resonances16 (even for the strong coupling re-

gime a notable anticrossing would not be expected due to the

multimodality of our system). Our calculations show that the

mode numbers of the cavity modes in the chosen spectral win-

dow shown in Fig. 1 range from m¼ 40 to 48. Note that

microcavities support cavity modes with both integer and half

integer mode numbers owing to the condition for constructive

interference.

When increasing the excitation energy to 13 nJ/pulse,

the microcavity reaches the lasing regime (see Fig. 2(b))

with a super-linear increase of the overall emission intensity

(not shown here). The lasing initially starts at the bottom of

the dispersion curve of cavity mode 44.5 (corresponding to a

wavelength of 546 nm) and close to zero momentum (emis-

sion peak denoted as P0 in Fig. 2(b)). The lasing wavelength

coincides well with the emission spectrum of eGFP (Fig.

1(c)), confirming that the protein acts as the active gain ma-

terial for the stimulated emission process (see below for fur-

ther discussion). In addition, another feature of the lasing

regime becomes apparent: the presence of non-zero momen-

tum emission intensity at the wavelength of the initial lasing

peak. This effect is much more pronounced at even higher

FIG. 2. Left: Calculated reflectivity of the eGFP microcavity with d¼ 24.33 lm mirror distance as a function of angle and wavelength. The corresponding inte-

ger mode numbers are given on the right hand side of the image (half integer mode number are omitted for clarity). Right: Fourier images of the eGFP micro-

cavity emission for different excitations. The emission intensity is logarithmically color-coded (see color scales above each image). The input energies of the

exciting laser beam are given in the upper left corner of each image. The images are recorded (a) well below lasing threshold, (b) in the regime of nearly exclu-

sive zero-momentum lasing, and (c) for non-zero-momentum lasing. The white arrows indicate two lasing peaks (P0 and P1) with different in plane

momentum.
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excitation levels (see Fig. 2(c)) and is attributed to scattering

within the cavity. The emission intensity is particularly high

where the photon energy of the zero-momentum emission

crosses one of the photon dispersion curves of lower order

cavity modes.

To understand this behavior better, we analyzed the

input-output curves for the peaks P0 and P1 at 546 nm (indi-

cated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)). The emission intensity of peak

P0 versus laser excitation energy is shown in Fig. 3 as black

dots. At low excitation, the P0 emission increases linearly

with excitation energy. The non-linear lasing regime of stimu-

lated emission is reached at a threshold of (13.1 6 0.5) nJ

(same threshold energy as for the overall emission intensity).

At an excitation of around 100 nJ, the peak intensity returns

to a linear regime again, as a consequence of the fact that all

available emission is now channeled into the lasing modes.

The peak P1 (red dots in Fig. 3) shows a similar behavior and

also reaches the lasing regime which is unexpected given that

it does not originate from the lowest possible energetic state

on the dispersion curve. Its lasing threshold of (17.6 6 1.0 nJ)

is slightly higher than the threshold for P0.

The observed features can be related to a scattering pro-

cess most probably induced by the curved topography of the

eGFP ring and its rough surface. This will lead to Rayleigh

scattering of light from the zero-momentum state into states

with finite in-plane wavevectors (i.e., finite emission angles).

The scattered light is then amplified in cavity modes with suit-

able momentum, thus causing a series of lasing spots that are

distributed in momentum but all occur at the energy of the

initial zero-momentum lasing. In other words, the zero-

momentum lasing serves as a “catalyst” or “seed” for the

scattering induced emission at higher momentum. This inter-

pretation is supported by two experimental observations: (i)

The lasing threshold for the initial peak at zero momentum is

smaller than for the finite-momentum peaks (see Figs. 3 and 4,

top). (ii) The lasing threshold for all the different lasing peaks

at non-zero emission angles is nearly identical (as shown in

the top of Fig. 4 for the peaks at 546 nm) indicating that the

lasing seeded by scattering is initiated at the same excitation

conditions for all non-zero momentum peaks. Additionally,

we performed similar experiments for thin films of eGFP with

reduced scattering probability into higher momentum states

(not shown here). Those films also showed photon lasing in

the eGFP gain region but only from zero-momentum states,

thus supporting our above interpretation.

Besides this scattering process into higher momentum

states, Fig. 2(c) also shows that lasing is not limited to a sin-

gle wavelength. In fact, several zero-momentum modes enter

the regime of stimulated emission at higher excitation ener-

gies, eventually covering an extended spectral range from

520 to 560 nm. This spectral range is related to the width of

the optical gain spectrum of eGFP. The lasing thresholds for

the different emission wavelengths are shown in Fig. 4 bot-

tom for all cavity modes, where lasing is accessible with our

excitation conditions. For an excitation level that exactly

coincides with the threshold for stimulated emission, the

overall optical gain equals all losses in the system. Hence, the

determined lasing threshold is a measure of the gain provided

by the active material. As the cavity losses (transmission of

the DBR mirrors, scattering and diffraction) are roughly con-

stant across the spectral range over which laser emission is

observed, the measured threshold values provide a qualitative

measure of the gain spectrum of solid-state eGFP (spatial var-

iations in the saturation of the gain are averaged out by the

photonic wavefunction of the cavity modes owing to their

high mode number). Note that the wavelength at which the

lasing process initially starts and where the eGFP gain spec-

trum peaks (546 nm) is considerably larger than the peak

wavelength of the spontaneous emission spectrum of eGFP

(508 nm). This implies that there is considerable self-

absorption and that strong exciton-photon coupling may be

FIG. 3. Output emission intensity at 546 nm vs. input pump energy for the

transitions with zero momentum (black dots, denoted P0 in Fig. 2) and a mo-

mentum corresponding to 7� (red dots, P1 in Fig. 2). The lasing thresholds

for both cases are indicated by vertical, gray dotted lines. The arrows indi-

cate the input energies for the Fourier images shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. Top: Angular intensity profile (recorded at 420 nJ) of high-

momentum transitions at 546 nm as well as the lasing thresholds for the

zero-momentum peak and the different non-zero momentum emission peaks.

Bottom: Emission spectrum of the eGFP microcavity at an excitation energy

of 420 nJ (integrated over all collected emission angles) and lasing thresh-

olds for the zero-momentum emission at different wavelengths.
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observed in fluorescent proteins if suitably designed resona-

tors are used.

In conclusion, we fabricated rings of eGFP in the solid

state by depositing droplets of eGFP solution at ambient con-

ditions and implemented these as active gain material in

microcavity structures. This very straightforward and repro-

ducible procedure yields eGFP microcavities that easily turn

into the regime of stimulated emission with lasing threshold

as small as 13 nJ. By recording the excitation-dependent,

angular-resolved PL signal of the microcavities, we were able

to identify several mechanisms leading to multi-state lasing

from states distributed in both energy and momentum. Lasing

at non-zero momentum is seeded by efficient scattering of

photons in the initial zero momentum states; most probably

this is caused by the morphology of the eGFP rings. The dis-

tribution of the lasing peaks in energy can be attributed to the

finite width of the eGFP gain spectrum (FWHM ffi 25 nm)

only allowing cavity modes inside this spectral window to

enter the lasing regime. We emphasize that the observed

multi-state lasing is strongly supported by the design of our

microcavities and its accompanied multimodality.
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